Autel scanner®, located in Shenzhen. We are the top authorized selling agent/wholesales of Autel diagnostic tools, equipment and accessories. Since our foundation in 2008, we have been committed to creating maximum long-term value to our customers by providing direct selling- price, quality-assured, professional technology support, responsible after-sales service and etc..

By cooperating with The Autel Company directly, we enjoy the most favorite price which allows us to offer best discount for our customers whether retail or wholesales. In order to offer customer the professional technology support, we build professional technology team which trained by Autel company, all questions and problems can expected to get response and solution in 24-48hours. To add more value to our customers, we also offer drop-ship service which allows customer ship the goods directly from China to their customer which avoid double transport time and cost.

Today we have grown to be able to offer the main line of Autel automotive diagnostic products: DS708, MD802, MD701, MD702, MD703 and more.

We welcome all retail/wholesale inquiries, and recruit agents from different countries.
Autel MaxiCheck DPF Reset

The MaxiCheck DPF is specially designed to carry out numerous functions on the Diesel Particulate Filter system. Based on AUTEL's latest diagnostic platform, it will perform a forced regeneration, turn off the DPF light and reset ECU after the filter has been replaced, and reset the additive light after topping up.

Language: English


The MaxiCheck DPF is specially designed to carry out numerous functions on the Diesel Particulate Filter system. Based on AUTEL's latest diagnostic platform, it will perform a forced regeneration, turn off the DPF light and reset ECU after the filter has been replaced, and reset the additive light after topping up. This easy-to-use handheld bespoke DPF tool is a good opportunity to increase your profit margin and customer
satisfaction!

**Autel MaxiCheck DPF Reset Features**

1) Works on vehicles from 2000 onwards (OBD-2&CAN)-domestic and import

2) Resets the DPF light after the filter has been replaced

3) Performs forced DPF regeneration

4) Micromanages the injection rate

5) Resets ECU when fitting new DPF

6) Resets EOLYS additive lights

7) Retrieves/erases DPF-related codes

8) Supports all 10 modes of OBDII including enhanced Mode 6

9) On-screen code definitions

10) Code cause/solution tips guide technicians to the root cause of trouble code faster, saving diagnosis and repair time

11) Incredibly easy to use with intuitive navigation and step-by-step on-screen instructions

12) Multilingual menu and DTC definitions-English and Chinese

13) One year free online software updates

14) Prints data via PC

15) SD memory card for data backup and software update

16) Applications: Citroen, Peugeot, BMW, Renault, Alfa, Benz, EU Ford, Fiat, Jaguar, Lancia, Land Rover, MINI, Opel, Vauxhall, Ford, Chrysler, GM, AU Ford, Acura, Honda, Infiniti, Lexus, Mazda, Nissan, Scion, Toyota

**Autel MaxiCheck DPF Reset Package List**
1 Main Unit

1 User’s Manual (Instructions on tool operations)

1 CD (Includes user’s manual, PC Suit software, and etc)

1 OBD2 cable (Provides power to tool and communicates between tool and vehicle)

1 USB cable (Used to print retrieved data)